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This month’s cover was a suggestion by
none other than the Mowhawk Man who then offered
to put it together. I think he did a great job and it demonstrates the lengths we go to to provide content.

Cover:Scene

The Biking Life magazine is published monthly by
Bi-State Biking LLC. All rights reserved. The publisher assumes no liability and can not beheld liable
for errors beyond the space occupied by the error,
slander of any group or individual, failure to produce any issue as scheduled for reasons beyond our
control, any and all lawsuits for liable, plagiarism,
copyright infringement and unauthorized use of a
person’s name or photograph. Opinions and claims
made by advertisers and authors are theirs, and do
not represent the policy of The Biking Life magazine. If you are still reading this get a life.
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Letter From the Publisher
by James Michaels
Welcome to February, I know it
doesn’t seem like it but riding
season is almost here. You know
Bike Week in Daytona, Florida
starts at the end of the month.
This is the time for riders to get
their bike in to their local dealer,
favorite shop, painter/powder
coater, seat guy or anybody else
to make improvements before
the riding begins. Well the riding season isn’t far off for
some but Joy, some friends and I did a decent amount
of riding on New Year’s Day. It was cold but being with
friends made for warm feelings.
Going back to the Daytona thing, yes it is nice to get away
from the weather here at that time of year but it also seems
that quite often we are having some decent weather then
to and it rains lots. But have you noticed how Daytona
has changed over the years, it is not as much fun and
truly none of the big rallies are. The powers that be in the
locales where they are held have determined that cracking
down on their visitors is a way to enhance their revenues.
I remember when places that relied on tourist dollars went
out of their way to treat those people well, not anymore
apparently.

This brings me to my point. The economy is probably
improving marginally but why take your hard earned
dollars and spend them in another area. Lets spend our
money in our home area, lets help the people that live in
our region keep their businesses going. By doing that we
are promoting our own economic growth. Once we take
those dollars elsewhere they are probably not coming
back. It would be one thing if people in the area welcomed
you but when they then try to make money from you in the
form of ticket revenue and the like, then it makes no sense
to patronize them.
This is something I’ve been saying for years. I’ve said it
mainly in the context of if people don’t want all bikers at
their events or establishments then no one should go there.
This is basically the same idea if places are not going to
treat bikers with respect. Then we should let them know
by not spending our money there that that lack of respect
is unacceptable. When everything is said and done that is
our most valuable tool our wallets and where we choose to
spend our money.
I hope your year has started off well. I look forward to
seeing you on the road soon. I ask you to patronize our
advertisers whenever possible and tell them you saw their
ad in The Biking Life. And finally I thank you for making
us part of your biking life
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Miss Motormouth
Dear Miss Motormouth,
My boyfriend and me go to bike rallies and he
always wants me to show my breasts. I don’t want
to, what should I do?
Shy Girl
If you can’t hang with the big dogs, STAY on the
porch! I say set them puppies free!
Dear Miss Motormouth,
I ride a Honda Rebel 250. I am having trouble
finding parts. Can you recommend anywhere?
Rebel Rider
Seriously!? Dude, that’s a girl bike! I recommend
you get a man’s bike and ride with some real meat
between your legs!
Dear Miss Motormouth,
I just got my first bike. Where can I go to get some
cheap biker clothes?
Fashion Illiterate
Congrats on your new bike. My question is do
you want to look cheap or spend less? Where do
you live? A cave? My God there are bike shops
EVERYWHERE on the planet.
Dear Miss Motormouth,
My girlfriend and I go to bike rallies and she won’t
show her titties. How can I talk her into it?
Boobie Deprived
Leave her at home and look at everyone else’s
boobies!
Do you have a problem in the area of love,
Fashion, manners or motorcycle repair ?
If you answered yes then miss motormouth
may be able to help you. although we doubt
it but at any rate she will ofeer advice as
only she can on just about any topic. She
fancies herself an expert on everything but
we’ve seen that before haven’t we guys. At
any rate send your questions to
Missmotormouth@thebikinglife.com
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SHARING THIS YEAR’S EVENTS
We are all looking at our calendars and planning
for the New Year. We want to attend local events and be
with our friends and riding buddies, but then we also want
to plan our road trips and adventures for the up-coming
summer (it is coming!).
Our first events are usually Bike blessings. For
those of you new to riding, a bike blessing is a prayer that
asks God to bless the bike and the rider, to keep the bike
running well, and to keep the rider safe. Each spring,
there are many bike blessings in the area. I know God
wants these bike blessings to be an invitation to ALL
bikers. When I am asked to bless a bike, I always ask the
riders if they or their families might have any requests for
prayer. At this time, we hope they will share any special
needs that they or their families might have. These may
include illnesses, accidents, elderly parents, kids and teen
problems, job needs, and marital issues. We don’t need
specifics; just to recognize that these requests need to be
turned over to God. We all had or will have these at some
point in our lives. I look forward to these events each year
knowing they kick off our riding season in the best way
possible.
A fun part of the day that I also look forward to is
hearing the stories of the rides from the previous season
and the dreams of plans for this year. We are always so
quick to tell everyone about our road trips: how great
Sturgis/Daytona/New England/Key West was, how crazy
the rallies got, the people we met along the way and what

awesome country we saw while getting there and back
home again. I’m not sure we remember how God has
blessed us to be able to have the time off of our jobs to be
able to go and the finances to afford the vacation at all. I
love to hear how God has blessed each of you and your
families over the past year.
We often forget that God is in control. We have
marriages that are saved, addictions that are cured, and
illnesses that are healed. We have parents, spouses, and
children that come through circumstances that sometimes
seem hopeless. These circumstances are not just a
coincidence and they are not “just happening?” We have
to remember that our God is a “God of miracles and
wonders” and He “demonstrates (His) awesome power”
(Psalm 77.14). “With God, everything is possible”
(Matthew 19:26). But we are warned, “Be very careful
never to forget what you’ve seen God doing for you. May
His miracles have a deep and permanent effect upon your
lives! Tell your children and your grandchildren about the
glorious miracles He did.” (Deuteronomy 4:9)
Do we remember to share with others the work
God is doing in our lives? Are we teaching our children so
they will know a God who will be there for them and bless
their lives? This is the responsibility God passes on to
each of us. Never forget what God has done in your life!
If you’re not sure how to ask God to be a part of
your life, it’s as easy as talking to your very best friend
who sits next to you. If you aren’t sure how to begin this
friendship, ask any Christian biker at your next event,
contact one of the following people, or call me. The CMA
Missouri State Coordinator is Clark (Lucille) Doughty,
816-697-3077, wingman@wcblue.com; and the Illinois
State Coordinator is Don (Vicky) Brown, 217-629-8938,
vdBrown77@aol.com. For more information about CMA,
you can contact either of the above or call me at 314-4342282 or e-mail me at h2osjk@prodigy.net.

Jim & Kathy Waters
Good News Riders
CMA St. Louis, MO
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Hardtail Humor
I was in the restaurant yesterday when I suddenly realized I desperately needed to pass gas.
The music was really, really loud, so I
timed my gas with the beat of the music.
After a couple of songs, I started to feel better.
I finished my coffee, and noticed that
everybody was staring at me.....
Then I suddenly remembered that I was
listening to my iPod.
Upon hearing that her elderly grandfather had just passed
away, Katie went straight to her grandparent’s house to
visit her 95-year-old grandmother and comfort her. When
she asked how her grandfather had died, her grandmother
replied, “He had a heart attack while we were making love
on Sunday morning.”
Horrified, Katie told her grandmother that 2 people nearly
100 years old having sex would surely be asking for trouble..
“Oh no, my dear,” replied granny.

Want to find out what jim thinks about
stuff throughout the month then read
his blog and you can make your opinions known to the blog is available at
www.thebikinglife.com

“Many years ago, realizing our advanced age, we figured
out the best time to do it was when the church bells would
start to ring. It was just the right rhythm. Nice and slow
and even. Nothing too strenuous, simply in on the Ding
and out on the Dong.”
She paused to wipe away a tear, and continued, “He’d still
be alive if the ice cream truck hadn’t come along!”

3rd Annual Rip’s Bad Ride
This year marks the 3rd Annual Rips Bad Ride, in the St Louis
area. As a diabetic myself I am very happy to report that it has
continued to grow. I would imagine that everyone who reads this
either knows someone or has a family member that suffers frim
Diabetes. The purpose of the Bad Ride is to raise awareness and
support for the research that the American Diabetes Association
does to find a cure for this disease.
Many people have this problem and don’t even know it; it is a
very sneaky thing. Complications can cause loss of limb, heart
attack, blindness, kidney failure and many other things. A very
simple test can screen you and help you lead a better life. I urge
you all to get tested.
The day’s events kicked off with a ride that had five starting
places. Riders could start at Bourbeuse Valley H.D., Doc’s H.D.,
Donnelson’s Motorcycles, Frieze H.D. and Big St Charles
Motorsports from these respective locations people rode to
Route 66 State Park or you could just ride out by yourself.

to help with the announcements. After just losing my father in
law to complications of diabetes and almost losing my life and
my sight to the same culprit I am a firm believer in the ADA and
their mission and I hope to see you next year at Rips B.A.D.
Ride 4 !!

In addition to a great ride and the field events, which included
the barrel push (which is harder than it seems), the potato in
the haystack and the water balloon toss. We thank you all for
participating. The day also featured a bike show hosted by The
Biking Life

We thank all who came out, vended and especially KSHE for
their help and of course all the volunteers from the ADA who
worked so tirelessly to make this a successful event.

Keep on Riding
Monty

There was also a nice mix of vendors featuring Chariots of
Fire, Dutchmen Leathers, a variety of food, Bikers for Babies
and Make a Wish. Katy Kruze and K-SHE Radio were on site
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Writing Dirty
by Jailhouse Jimmy
Another year is here. It’s 2010, and what’s new? Absolutely
nothing! What? Did you think that Harley’s moving a
speedometer from the gas-tank back to the handle-bars,
for this years model, was a technological revolution? Or,
perhaps it is when that old head you ride with tells you he
never thought he would make it this long... as he recalls
the price of gas in 1970. Like, you didn’t know it was
cheaper then.
When I was a youngster I had very high expectations
for the future. Most likely due to the fact I was always
watching sci-fi movies such as Blade Runner and Road
Warrior ... on that “new” brown cable box. When pops got
the fancy cable t.v. for his programs I would always tune in
to “Channel 11 - Afternoon Theatre” on the antennae t.v.,
on which I could catch movies like 2001 Space Oddyssey,
pretty lame for a kid that liked Star Wars. Nonetheless,
the movies depicted the future and gave us a glimpse of
what we thought where mankind would be be by the 21th
century.
It turns out that it was all pretty much a letdown. There are
no flying cars, intergalactic space travel, or even gangs with
mohawks that
drive hot rod
dune buggies.
What we have
become,
in
some ways,
is
worse
than
post
apocalyptic
Australia. In
these strange
days,
my
friends, we
are left with
National debt
due to a failing
e c o n o m y,
and an evergrowing
police state.
We
are
actually
getting closer to Orwell’s 1984 than any Avatar world
we dream of. So far my winter has been spent, penniless,
watching the war in HD waiting for storm-troopers to kick
in my door and drag me naked in the cold off to room
101.

So, on a lighter note... how have you been? Great! I notice
that you may have received a new bike over the holidays...
That you may have gotten a gift card that paid for your new
leather jacket? Delightful! Maybe you were lucky enough
to have gotten a bonus - you know, those checks that you
hear about, that the companies give to their employees that
already make more money than everyone else working
there. Yeah, I know you’re like me, or you wouldn’t be
reading a free magazine. It’s cold. You’re jobless and you
thought about selling your bike just to pay the bills.
100 or so many years ago was the dawning of a new age, a
time where man and machine started to become one. A time
when ingenuity flowed through a man’s veins... not energy
drinks. It was a period when inventors were everywhere
and men sought life’s challenges through adventure... not
anti-depressants. It was the age of H.G. Wells, Jules Verne
and Robert Louis Stevens. Their books enlightened the
imagination to create and search. Our modern times seem
to keep us occupied with life-like entertainment, instead of
true life experiences.
So you are probably wondering, now what does this got
to do with me and my motorcycle? Yeah? Well nothing.
Everyone likes New Years Self Improvement Resolutions,
so I thought I’d deliver a motivational speech. Go; get
out on your bike. Yes, in February. Grab that leather
jacket the old lady got you for Christmas... It’s not just
cool looking. It actually protects you from cold weather
allowing you to ride all season long instead of hiding your
bike under a tarp for four months. There’s nothing like the
feel of accomplishment after going out of your way in the
freezing cold. I love showing up at a hang out layered up
like a WWI flying ace, everyone looking at me like I had
lost my mind. 100 years ago Captain Scott froze to death
Antarctica, to find there wasn’t shit in the South Pole. You

SHOW-ME’S

Where Bikers Come To Party
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL LOCATION

Show Me Your Bike And It May Appear In Next Month’s Show-Me’s Ad

200 LINCOLN HIGHWAY
(618) 628 - 1625
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL

WWW.SHOWMES.COM

Good For 5 Free Wings

Any Night After 10 PM,
LIMIT 1 Per Person With Drink
Purchase, Dine-in only
Fairview Heights Location Only
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can ride 5 miles in 20 degree weather to meet the boys at
the saloon.
Into the mid 20th century we have had other great writers
that went on to inspire generations, such as Hunter S.
Thompson and Jack Kerouac. In the fifties and sixties,
both writers opened the youth of America to the idea of
living on the wide open road. This is what brought the
Americans fascination with Easyrider. We are the ancestors
of pioneers, cowboys, and pirates... not some pinned up,
fenced up civilization.
Now, before you go blasting out of your driveway, there
are a few things we shall go over. The modern world as we
know it, surprisingly enough, ain’t ready for you. What
I’m saying is, even the “Wild Hogs” are violating some
accordance of the Patriot Act. A couple of summers ago,
a few colleagues of mine and I were traveling through the
Black Hills to see Mount Rushmore. Long story short, the
great state of South Dakota pulled me over FIVE times.
Two of these stops lead to arrests and one being just a
friendly visit from J. Edgar Hoovers finest. All of this leads
to a heap of unnecessary paperwork being faxed, all of my
travel expenses were exhausted and quality time spent at
the final destination came up short. You ask for what?
You got it brother. Nuthin. Just a lot of staring at walls
and payouts to Billy Bob’s tow company, a.k.a. the sheriffs
bro in law, whom coincidentally didn’t know squat about
jockey shift. It’s hell watching your bike being carelessly
drug up a flat-bed while you’re standing there in cuffs.
When it came to the G-men, I thought I was going to star
in a major motion picture... Watch out Brad! Angelina’s
next kid might be named Jimmy. But no, they just like
to keep track, label, categorize, and stamp out anyone
whom doesn’t fit their perception of “America.” All for
what? So I could take a picture in front of four dead feds
(Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt.) What I
got out of it was “Priceless,” as my maxed out credit card
would say. It’s the new way to have fun and be adventurous.
Troublesome? Yes, but totally worth it. My friend Heavy
said us younger fellas can’t do it like they did in the sixties
or seventies; we are going to have to create our own.
So this year, get out there and see the country on your bike,
anyway you can. The road will give you something to live
for, and at the least give you stories to tell to Dave at the
water cooler. Who needs fantasy football when you’ve
got a Harley in the garage? I know some of you guys are
asking, why do I want to be chased by the law for fun?
Well, my tax paying friends, the roads are paid for and
Johnny Law is on your salary. As for being short on cash
due to the recession, I feel your pain. The last time the

economy was this bad there was nothing to do except start
a little gypsy run in South Dakota. The year was 1938. The
run was Sturgis.

Hartbauer - McBride
Memorial Foundation
for more information visit

www.hartbauermcbride.com

Yes The Biking Life magazine comes out once a
month but do you think Jim keeps his thoughts
to himself the rest of the time. heck no he
puts them out on the blog at www.thebikinglife.com. You can also follow tbldude on
twitter more and more people are.
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The Bell …
by Rocker
I dont think I am overly superstitious. But I have to admit I do believe
in a few things some (maybe most) don’t believe in. Like ghosts, and
things that go bump in the night. I also believe in UFOs, Bigfoot and
Fairy Sprites (the cute flitting kind) that live under those flat top
mushrooms in your back yard... And I believe in Rumpkins.
A Rumpkin is an odd little spiteful creature the size of a sprite that
dresses like an elf. They are disgusting little bastards that steal
everything they can. But they are also stupid because they will leave
their stolen booty where it can be found. So when you find the stolen
goods it infuriates them causing them to steal more and more often
and more brazenly. They are the most often seen of all the little
people although I don’t think anyone has ever gotten a photograph
of one. But yet you have seen them. These little bastards are the ones
who run and knock over your beer as you reach for it ,they move that
wrench you just layed down , making you wonder how the hell did
that get there and hide the things you are looking for. Lost something
lately? A Rumpkin did it... . They make the dog bark or the cat hiss at
seemingly nothing. And sometimes you will notice something move
just out of your line of sight.... Yup, Rumpkin... See you have seen
one. But Rumpkins are just one of many tiny evil beings that are
going about declaring war on us....
Last year for my birthday
my brother Jesse and his
wife Vicky sent me this little
bell. It was a Guardian bell
and designed to ward off and
drive crazy those pesky little
Evil Road Spirits. They live
in Tennessee and apparently
Evil Road Spirits must breed
there or something. The bell
was packaged in a little felt bag with a note that said : Legend has it
Evil Road Spirits have been latching themselves on to motorcycles
for as long as there have been bikes on the road. These Evil Road
Spirits are responsible for mechanical problems and bad luck along
a journey.
Legend goes on to say that by attaching a small bell onto your bike,
the Evil Road Spirits will become trapped inside the bell where the
constant ringing drives them insane, making them lose their grip
until they fall to the ground. Claiming this is where pot holes come
from. And if received as if it were a gift it is twice as powerful as
one you just bought for your self. So you should gift a bell to your
Brothers and Sisters who ride. Even if I am full of shit it surely can’t
hurt to give them a little extra luck out there can it?
I examined this little bell. It was made of cast brass and was made to
look as though a Gargoyle were clinging to it. It made a soft tinkling
sound as I shook it. And came with a heavy key ring type ring to
attach it to your motorcycle. As I pondered the bell theory and all the
magic that it was supposed to hold, I found information to support
the guardian bell theory and it says to place the bell as low on the
bike as possible to insure the Road Sprites get full dosage of its
ringing. As you ride by even before they can grab on to the moving

bike.
I also started researching the infamous Evil Road spirit and I am
thinking they are not spirits at all. I am thinking they are left overs
or akin of the WWII gremlins that plagued our allied air force
during that war. Gremlins are evil ugly little creatures that wreak
havoc on everything they touch. They can loosen a Teflon insert
safety nut with their fingers alone. The reasoning for their almost
constant attacks during World War II was that factories are built on
the Gremlin homes in meadows and forests and well the Gremlin are
fighting back.
And fight back they do by loosening bolts and nuts and causing all
sorts of mishaps to anything mechanical especially airplanes and now
Motorcycles. And no it don’t matter what brand you ride. They are
all built on previously Gremlin owned meadows and forest land.
So anyway I attached the bell to an area of the bike where it was out
of the way of moving parts and close to the road. I wanted the little
bastards to get full dosage of the jingling of this cool little bell. I
road all over the place last year imagining I could hear the ringing of
the bell in rhythm with the sound of my bike engine running. I would
smile thinking I was driving the Gremlin foe crazy.
But it seems they are learning.... I took a ride on January 1st of this
2010 year and during the routine inspection I did notice the guardian
bell hanging under the bike waiting to be put into service as it had
been during the previous riding season. That ride was uneventful.
Baby preformed as she always has, top notch.
Today the temperature was in the lower 50’s so I decided to wash
Baby and give her a new coat of wax. As I washed her I examined
everything. Looking for worn wires or lose nuts and bolts. Anything
that could become a problem later this riding season . As I rinsed her
down I thought of the bell and directed the hose where it was and...
Holy shit the bell was gone. I tried to remember where I had seen it
last. I remember seeing the bell dangling under the bike while she is
parked in her little nest. Closer examination showed the bell had been
sabotaged while the bike was parked. The road Gremlin broke the
bell from its hoop leaving the head of the Gargoyle to dangle there as
some sort of macabre warning to me. And they stole the bell bottom,
I am sure as a trophy or maybe to further their research on how to
defeat the Guardian bells world wide. .. Devious little bastards.. I
didn’t exactly know how to handle this , I didn’t want this riding
season to go unprotected. I hope what I did was appropriate.
I went to the sporting goods store and bought two little brass
bells. The kind you would use for night fishing and attached one
of them to the exact same spot as the cast one. The new bell rings
much louder and was a fraction if the price of the Guardian bell...
Now I know what your thinking. It wasn’t a gift its not going to
be as powerful as the one Jesse and Vicky first gifted me . But yet
it is because my girl friend bought it for me. So I am protected
again... Baby is safe for now. I wonder if anyone else has had their
bell stolen and how long it will be before the Gremlins attempt to
silence this new bell too....

Ride free, Ride safe, Ride for a reason
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Black Jack Leather, K-Bar the sewer, the Have Bible Will
Travel Ministry and many others.
There was good live music all day especially as the
riders returned from wherever they took off for. That was
provided by local favorite HUSH. This is a very tight band
and they play for reasonable and make any event a party.
You can contact them st hushstl.com to learn more about
them.

The Real Rat Ride
by James Michaels

The Rat Ride is a place where everyone comes together in
celebration of the brotherhood of two wheels. It doesn’t
matter what you ride you are welcome. It doesn’t matter
where you are from or what you look like everyone is a
brother here on this day. And it is definitely a party you
want to be at bikers start rolling in early in the morning and
the last one doesn’t leave until well into the evening. So
mark your calendar now, that is the first Sunday in October
and only at Jack’s Iron Horse on St Charles Rock Rd.

There are some events that occur every year at the same
time. One of my favorites is the Rat Ride. It has changed
a lot since it started many years ago.Iy is always the first
Sunday of October and for years the one true Rat Ride is
staged at Jack’s Iron Horse Bar and Grill. This year some
accommodations had to be made to for legal purposes but
it was the ame great party it always is.
There are some that would have you believe a marina is
the home of the Rat Ride well that is bull. I will guarantee
you boat guy is only about one thing getting in your wallet.

As opposed to the folks that run Jack’s Iron Horse they
have been putting on motorcycle events for year and they
do it well. That is why severla major events here every
year. They start with the Bike Blessing to kick off the
season, then in June the Hartbauer/McBride Party takes
place here, this year we held a very successful free swap
meet here and then there is the Rat Ride, the event that
kind of signals that there will be fewer and fewer riding
days in the weeks and months ahead.
The attendance this year was awesome and there was a
nice mix of vendors inside the bar featuring the Professor,

I also found out that Jack’s Iron Horse isn’t a secret it is
known nationally as the place to show up. That is why
this past January Gumball Rally winner, Richard Rawlings
and his partner Aaron showe dup to shoot some footage
for the pilot they are shooting. They knew that when you
are in to motorsports and you want to party in St. Louis
there is only one place to go and tat is Jack’s Iron Horse.
The two drivers were also treated to one of Unleashed
Entertainments staples Spaghetti Wrestling where they
served as coaches and before it was all over they ended up
going at it the pasta. Take care and check out Jack’s they
are really working hard to make it the place you want to
be.

Do you have a comment or suggestion? If so
send it to jim@thebikinglife.com. We want to
know what you think and what you would like
to see in the publication. Thanks for Reading
Also please join The Biking Life riders group
on facebook.
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Fatboy on a Diet…
This month’s ass chariot was at one time actually a
1996 Fatboy, and it is owned by yours truly. I had plans to do
a different bike but at the last second it fell through and rather
than try and scramble to get another bike lined up I went with
my own personal ride. I had plans on doing it in the future
anyway but this worked out well, so here she is.
I came into this bike kind of like going to L.A. via
Omaha. I had bought a 2005 Road King off a good friend of
mine strictly because it was a tight looking ride; however I had
never ridden a Road King. Big mistake! The seat position on
a Road King is completely different than a softail. Up till this
point I had only owned hardtails and softails. When sitting on
a Road King you actually sit on top of the frame rather than
sitting into it like a softail, which is a major difference. Well
needless to say the King had to go. I brought it back to the
guy that I had picked it up from and tried to work a deal. The
only softail that he had was the 1996 Fatboy. I never really
liked the looks of the Fatboy and hated the solid front wheel
but we worked out a deal and I was the proud new owner of
the aforementioned Fatboy.
As for the way she looks now and from when I picked
her to put it mildly is night and day. One of the nice things
is that fact that it already had apes on it. When it comes to
handle bars I gots to have me apes! Less work for me because
I was going to put them on no matter what bike I had.

The first thing everybody notices on the bike is the
sissybar, I mean how can you miss it, right? I picked it up
at a swap meet for $5, however it was pretty beat up and
the lower legs were bent all to hell. Well after a short stretch
in the garage I heated them up and bent them straight. Then
came a trip over to St. Louis Plating. I hand made the side
plates to hold it out of ¼” steel and then powder coated them.
The seat on this bike I have owned three times, but more on
that in a second. The pad on the sissybar was made by none
other than s.
They matched the material to the seat material
perfect. Now as for the seat, I use to own a 1990 softail. I
bought the seat because I liked the way it looked, the best
part of it is it’s comfortable as hell. It’s like sitting on a silk
bag full of puppy ears. Rode up to northeast Ohio, pulled 780
miles in one day and this seat made it possible. When I sold
the 90’ the seat went with it. Then bought a 99’ Nightrain and
ended up buying the seat back off the guy that I sold the 90’
to. When the Nightrain went for the Rode King the seat went
too, again.
You guessed it I bought the seat again and here it
sits today. All of this time I had the sissybar too, I never sold
it. I couldn’t bring myself to do it. The pipes have a history
also. They were originally on the 90’ too. Picked them up
for a cv carb and an S&S air cleaner, straight trade. The guy
buying the 90’ didn’t like the pipes so I put the originals back
on and kept these. They ended up sitting on the shelf for a

couple of years and then I pulled them out of retirement and
slapped them on the 96’ The best part of a softail is from
88’ to 99’ for the most part, they used interchangeable parts
between the models. In comes the Springer. I have always
loved Springers, just the way they look, especially if you
don’t run a front fender. I picked up the Springer for a song
and a dance. Hello my baby, hello my darling, hello my rag
time gal! From the wheel to the risers, sweet!
Slapped it on and threw on some 15” bars. I’m trying
to figure whether or not to put a dovetail fender on the rear
and if I ever get the time I have a set of hard bags off a 67’
complete with lights but they need some major work and I’m
gonna have to make all the mounting brackets myself. I have
now come to the realization that I need to stop selling my
bikes because they always come back to looking the same
way.Well that’s all for this month. Next month if everything
works out we will have a sweet ride from over on the other
side of the ditch that is the mighty Mississippi. Again as
always you can contact me at greaseandgearsphoto@yahoo.
com with questions and comments, and as said before we are
always looking for tricked out garage built nasty rides that eat
cute little kittens and scare old ladies.

High Speed, Low Drag
Squiggy
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Extreme International Ice Racing
By John Skala

The races are broken into preliminary heats of 4 racers.
On this night, there were 8 alternating heat races each for

What do you get if you take a speedway bike which
produces 90 hp on nitro methane, weighs only 180 pounds,
add 1600 razor sharp steel studs to the tires and race it on
the ice of a hockey rink?

If you answered adrenaline charged excitement that is
know as Extreme International Ice Racing, you would
be correct. Because of the short straightaway distances
involved, the single gear bikes are geared very low with
large rear wheel sprockets. The traction is so good on the
ice that the bike will easily wheelie.

motorcycles and quads with an intermission in the middle.
They brought out the Zamboni during intermission and
gave it workout that it never saw during a hockey game.
After the heat races there was a last chance qualifier race
to help determine which riders would advance to the main
event.

During the intermission, there was a special exhibition
race where Renee Barlow made her debut on her 50 cc
KTM motorcycle with fully studded tires. She raced her
dad, Anthony who was also riding a 50 cc bike. At 9 years
old, Renee was a better fit for the small bikes and handily
beat her father.

In addition to the speedway bikes there are also four
wheeled quads with studded tires in the XIIR series. You
might think it is safer on four wheels, but the quads tipped
over in the tight corners when trying to make the fast tight
turns. There is plenty of bumping and rubbing in both the
two and four wheel races. The quad racers looked like they
were taking they cues from NASCAR as I noticed them
using the bump and pass technique.

The heat races had four racers in a single row charging
into the first turn. The last chance qualifier and main races
featured six racers starting in two rows of three. When the

evening was over it was the current point leader Charlie
Venegas winning in the bike class. Mounting a challenge
for the points lead in the quad class it was Phil Smith
backing up his win New York with another here in St
Charles Family Arena.
For more information check out the web site at www.xirr.
com and keep an eye out for next year’s race.
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New Harleys for 2010
by Killer Miller
August in America is a great time as Harley Davidson
was demoing their new bikes at Surdyke HD in Festus
Missouri. And our own Killer was there being the free ride
“ho” that he is so lets get his thoughts.
Well folks first let me say that for better or worse the motor
company is again adding more bikes deleting a few and
while its not my bag making their own trikes. That being
said here’s my takes on what I rode.

I’ll start with a bike that will appeal to many the Road
Glide Custom. This being a bagger rather than a dresser
makes it more usable for many. It replaces the Road King
and is superior to that model in many ways. It has a frame
mounted fairing, a great stereo system and really cool new
styling, meant to compete with bikes like the Nomad and
Victory’s new Cross Roads. It does well at what it does
however in my opinion it could use a few upgrades even
with ABS it needs better brakes and while the new 18
16 wheel combo makes it handle at speed a lot better. It
makes it a little shaky in the parking lot vs. the old 16
inch wheels performance is good but not great (thats why

there are upgrades I guess.) It is way too smooth to be a
Harley (for me) and feels almost Guzzi like in its turbine
smoothness at speed anyway for me a good useable bike
but not a great one.
On to the bike in the lineup that is still searching for its
niche the V Rod Muscle. While its looks show off its drag
strip heritage you might not want to fight it around too
many corners. That big back tire definitely affects the
handling and while for traditional HD owners the looks
are either love or hate. They are refreshing still to see, also
refreshing is the fact that the factory has stuck with the
bike even with lackluster sales (except in Romania. ) So
good for them maybe one day it will be as good as the last
bikes I rode.

We all know I love Sportys , so I couldn’t wait to ride
the new XR1200 and for comparison the 1200 N. Okay
between these two its apples and nuclear weapons . The
1200 N is most definitely a bar cruiser meant to invite the
badass that can (an in the past had to) build this kind of
ride in his garage. It is long on style, short on ride and
substance but more power too you if that’s what you want.
The Only one for me is the 1200 R , styled right out of
Springfield Ill. on the mile from a time when men were
men and chicks didn’t dare ride sportys. This bike is not
only the best HD made this year it could possibly be the
best sporty ever made period. It handles really well thanks
to the super rigid frame and great tire wheel combos. The
brakes are the best ever put on a HD. It has enough giddy
up , what with 80 horse and 90 pounds of torque to make
the stoplight go fun again in fact it does what a sporty is
suppose to do. It makes you smile like a nutter every time
you twist your wrist. If I could have two bikes this one
would be my mc mistress. She is that much fun of course
the lack of passenger accommodations or windshield
might put some riders off. They don’t need or wouldn’t
appreciate this bike anyway. HD keep building the real
sporty again and real men will buy it Killer out begging
rides again see you on the road

Proprietors: John Church AKA “Asshole”
Jed Church AKA “Sasquatch”
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Bandana Banditos
by Trish Riney
We have all seen fashions come and go. Saddle shoes and
high styled hairdo’s are all a thing of the past. Yet few styles have
managed to survive since the days of the Wild West. I am talking
about a small square of fabric that has managed to appear in even
the most chic of fashion trends, the bandana. Through the years
we have seen blue jeans go from functional to fashionable, collars
go from wide to thin and back again, but the bandana has gone
unchanged. It is and probably has always been a 20 by 20 square
of fabric.
We have watched it become beaded and bedazzled, yet still as
functional and stylish as ever. It has it’s history deeply rooted in
the olden days. It provided facial protection against the dust, it
dressed wounds and cleaned dirty things. Rarely did you see a
western movie without everyone sporting bandanas. Bank robbers
used them to hide their faces while doing their dastardly deeds.
They were highly popular amongst southern women to tame
their tresses while awaiting their locks to dry. We have seen them
wrapped around a multitude of body parts adorning the wearer in
the most recent fashion craze. You can find them at any bike rally
with sparkles attached to attract the female buyer. You also find
them styled into halter tops with the hopes of attracting the male
buyer to purchase them as a sexy gift. Very few fashion pieces
have ever been as diverse as the 200+year old bandana.
I remember riding years ago. Long before the days of
universal windshields and neoprene. I would see bikers riding
with bandanas over their faces and it always made me think of
the olden day bank robbers. At that time I was living in Oregon
and had many opportunities to get caught in the rain on my bike.
Of course, it had no windshield. I was a poor college student and
couldn’t afford one even if they did make them for my bike. It
seemed that no matter how slow you went the rain hurt like hell.
So, I often sported a bandana across my face as well.I would put
it on and laugh thinking, I too looked like a bank robber from the
days of Jessie James. As time passed and I got back on a bike,
things have changed. You can get windshields to fit any make or
model of bike there is. That helps with the rain, let me tell you. But
now I see people coming down the road with a new kind of mask.
They have all kinds of crazy designs and really do look rather
scary. The most popular face I see is the skeleton. It seems that
bikers have a real thing for wanting to look evil and intimidating.
It’s no wonder we still frighten small children. After being caught
in a doozie of a rainstorm on IL Rt. 3 with just a bandana one time,
I decided something had to be better than this. I mean riding in the
pouring rain with a sopping wet bandana across your face, you
have to develop an aqualung. Once the bandana is soaked, you are
screwed. So I went down to the local Harley shop and checked
out the inventory of neoprene facemasks. I was surprised to see
that they had quite a selection of designs and colors. I was even
able to find one to match the purple roses on my helmet. Now, I
don’t know how I survived without one. Not only do they whisk
away the rain, but they keep your face warm and provide wind
protection. I am a firm believer that these are the best invention
since sliced bread! I can honestly say that for an investment of
less than $20, I have definitely gotten my money’s worth. So as
you ride down the road and see what looks like a modern day bank
robber it may be me. A neoprene facemask is probably one of the
best purchases you will ever make. They also make a great gift
for the easily chilled rider in your life. So ride on all you ghoulish
looking bikers, I know that under that creepy looking mask is a
person laughing at all the naked faced riders attempting to dodge
the raindrops.

Upcoming Events
Weekly Events
Monday Pasta House - Bike Night 4660 N Illinois,
Fairivew Heights, IL Chill here after the weekend
Tuesday Bike Night the Third Tuesday of
the Month at Down on the Corner n Hwy 96 in
Marcelline, IL
Tuesday Two Wheel Tuesday at N0-Jacks on IL
159 in Smithton, IL
Tuesday Bike Night at at Sullivans on North Illinois
in Belleville, IL
Tuesday - Sons of Anarchy Night at Godfathers on
Union in Alton, IL
Wednesday CTs Night Bike Ride Call Paul at
Dave Mungenast Motorsports for info
Wednesday Show-Mes Wingsday Bike Fest
Fairview Heights location on Lincoln Highway only
Thursdays STUNNA Thursdays At Paradise 1,
615 Missouri St East St Louis, IL (618) 482-5578 DJ
Thursdays Bike Night at Bikers Corner at 1924 N
Vandeventer Ave in St Louis, MO
Thursday Thursday Night Bikers Delight special
for bikers all day and night at PTs Showclub in
Centreville, IL
Thursdays Bike Night at Chuck-A-Burger St
Charles 3150 Elm Pointe Industrial Dr., St Charles,
MO
Thursdays Hardriders call their hotline (314) 3402000 for info
Thursdays Bike Night at Geos Wings and More
on West Main in Belleville, IL from 6:30 to 10
Friday Bike Night at Fatboys in DeSoto, MO
February
6th 26th Annual Chicago Motorcycle Show
at McCormick Place in Chicago, IL www.
paragonspromotion.com
20th Ted’s Wild Game Cookoff at Teds Motorcycle
World in Alton, IL
27th - 28th Wide Open Bike Show at Family Arena
in St Charles, MO for info call 800-792-9029

Throughout the month the events are
updated on the web as we hear about
more. Check it often to find out what
is going on www.thebikinglife.com. or
email us with info about your event
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Biker Bingo at St Charles H-D
By John Skala

On one cold Saturday in January, the St
Charles H.O.G. chapter had a dinner ride
scheduled. However, they started the day a
little earlier when they met at St Charles HarleyDavidson for Biker Bingo. Chapter director
Roger Akester was initiated as a bingo caller.
All the tables were filled with the overflow crowd
was sitting among the displays nearby. It was a
great time with prizes donated by the store.

There is no sense in staying in the house on the
weekend in the winter just because the weather
is not cooperating. A number of local clubs and
dealers are hosting get togethers to socialize.

Check with your local club or dealer to see what
is going on in your neighborhood or join the
fun at Big St Charles Motorsports/St Charles
Harley-Davidson for the upcoming Daytona 500
party.
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Bikers Helping Bikers 2009
by Jim Furey

In addition to the dance party there are also live and silent
auctions featuring some awesome donations the members
of the foundation board acquire throughout the year. One of
my favorites this year was a Scott Jacobs print with a very
cool frame unfortunately my pocketbook was no match for
the doctor I was bidding against but I didn’t mind since the
proceeds went to a cause I hold near and dear. This event
was a big success, though the attendance could always be
better. Let’s remember the other name the foundation is
known by “Bikers Helping Bikers.” When something bad
happens to a biker the March of Dimes isn’t going to help
them, the good folks at the American Diabetes Association
aren’t going to help in most cases. The Hartbauer/McBride
is the only charitable organization that will come to their
aid. Please support their fund raisers they hold two every
year.

After an absence of several years the Annual Hartbauer/
McBride Dance returned to Jack’s Iron Horse Bar and
Grill this past year. The foundation had moved from this
venue several years ago, trying new locations in Illinois
and Missouri and though the event was still a success,
it just feels right at Jack’s. For those of you who are not
aware the Hartbauer/McBride Foundation, aka “Bikers
Helping Bikers” is a charity whose only focus is helping
bikers and their families. The members of the foundations
board are all riders themselves and sacrifice their time and
energy to help others. They are also unpaid.
There are a lot of worthy charities that ask for bikers help
every year but if you do a little research you will find that
most of the well meaning folks who stage their events
are not unpaid, in fact quite the contrary is the case. But
back to the party, this is always a great time and one of
the two fundraisers the foundation has to fund the work
they do in getting money into the hands of bikers and their
families that have a need. The music was provided by a
local favorite, the Arbogast Band these folks play some of
the best classic rock around and are a can’t miss if you are
looking for a good time.

The other one is their Annual Poker Run held this past
August 23. This ride has two starting points one being
Doc’s Harley Davidson where the Missouri Mules ran the
signup and the other sign up point was Ted’s Motorcycle
World where the Alton HOG Chapter did a great job in
making sure everything went smoothly and they had some
good stops lined up for their route, as did the Mules. The
ride was fun and this year they had a new ending location
in Illinois. Sharky’s which is located at the intersection of
ILL 159 and I-55 in Maryville, IL, for those of you who

haven’t discovered this lively hotspot yet, you need to
check it out.
This bar features some of the area’s best rock and roll on
the weekend and karaoke and other things throughout the
week. If you like to shoot pool you got to come here they
have a ton of really nice tables and there is never a wait.
Sounds like a good place right well then you add in the
excellent food priced right and you have the makings of an
excellent hangout. The owner and staff are all very biker
friendly and will make sure you enjoy yourself.
The bar hired a band to entertain the riders as they rolled
in, cards were checked and the leaders were noted. When
you have a ride as big as this it takes a while to tally all the
hands which is good because it gives the folks a chance to
purchase those last few progressive 50/50 tickets in hopes
of winning upwards of $2,000. It was a good time and
the bikers raised a lot of money to help their brothers and
sisters. I hope to see you here next year.

Also if you want to know more about the foundation ask
me or any member of the board. Also if your group would
like to stage an event to benefit the foundation they would
welcome your contributions. There is a man who worked
tirelessly for this foundation for years that retired in the
last couple of years. They call him Wildman and if you see
him and if you come to these events you will. I ask you to
thank him he put in many hours to keep this organization
alive and helping others.
Finally there will be a trivia night fundraiser on March
20. And plans are underway for this years dances. Yes
dances there is a new wrinkle this year there will be two
dances on June 19one at Jack’s Iron Horse on St Charles
Rock Road. The one in Illinois will take place at the Alton
Moose Club and will feature the classic rock band HUSH
as the entertainment. I hope to see you all there.
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The “SNIFF TEST”
article by VITO
Ahhhhhh, Christmas morning 2009--can’t wait to open
presents. After the gifts were passed out to the wife and
kids, I tore through the wrapping paper from one of my
presents. In the box were 2 Harley-Davidson long sleeved
shirts and a pair of Harley gloves that were purchased at
my favorite Harley store.
One of the shirts and the gloves were not the design
type that I would wear, the second shirt was fine. So,
on Dec. 29th, armed with the receipt, I went to do what
millions of Americans do right after Christmas, make an
exchange. Simple...right? Not so fast, mister.
I brought the
shirt, gloves and
receipt to the
counter and told
the cashier (a
very nice lady)
that I wanted
to make an
exchange. This
is where the story gets strange... “The SNIFF TEST.”
She took the items from the bag, looked at them (I
thought to make sure they weren’t worn and the tags
were still on) and then sniffed the shirt. At first I thought,
‘hmmmm, strange girl.’ Then she said that they couldn’t
give me an exchange on the shirt because it smelled like
it had been around smoke.
Whattttttt, well, I am a cigar smoker, but do not smoke
in my house. My wife smokes cigarettes in the home, but
is not a chain smoker... I told the cashier that this was
the first time in all my years (60 of ‘em) that an item was
ever sniffed before making an exchange. She said that
her manager was strict on smoke, so I asked to see the
manager.
The manager (also a nice woman) came out and I
explained my frustration to her. She then “sniffed” the
shirt and gloves, and told me that I could exchange
the gloves but not the shirt because it had been around
smoke (remember, they were in the same box with
another Harley shirt)
.
At this point I became agitated, I felt now this dealership
is trying to tell me that my wife and my friends couldn’t
smoke in my house if I wanted to exchange a Harley

shirt.
Now to be fair and balanced in this article, the manager,
seeing that I was an unhappy camper, told me that she
would let me get another shirt and they would take the
loss. They would donate the shirt that I was trying to
exchange to a charity.
Now I know this Harley dealership is privately owned,
they are there to make a profit (40 bucks for a Harley
shirt?) and can run the business any way they want. But
I, as a customer, also have the right to spend my money
anywhere I want, and there is no shortage of Harley
dealerships on both sides of the Mississippi.
So I kept the shirt, because I didn’t want them to have
to take the loss, but they will take the loss of my future
business.
Later that night I went back to the dealership and returned
the second shirt which passed the “sniff test” by the
cashier (remember, they were in the same box), and a pair
of Harley gloves that I bought for my wife for Christmas-and got a refund.
This spring, when I’m out on poker runs, I’ll be wearing
that Harley shirt, but with the dealership’s name blacked
out. And when I’m outside of a local establishment on
the poker run, having a brew and smoking a cigar and
another Harley smoker asks me why I have the name
blacked out, I’ll tell them the tale of the “Harley Shirt
Sniff Test.”
Now in fairness, a lot of people are not smokers and do
not like the odor of smoke. But I’m guessing that at least
50% of Harley riders do smoke. If you get a Harley item
as a gift from your ol’ lady, and it’s not the right size
or color, you might need to exchange it, so DO NOT
SMOKE IN YOUR HOUSE!!!!!
This article may get attention from both sides of the
fence. I wish the Harley dealership the best, but I do
not want to live my last years with ’big brother’ looking
(or sniffing) over my shoulder. They will do fine, but
it will be without my money which will go to the next
dealership down the road.
STAY SAFE!!!
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The Biking Life in Pictures
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MSF Develops New Advanced
Safety Class
By John Skala
MSF, the Motorcycle Safety Foundation, is the organization
that has developed the official motorcycle training classes
used by Missouri, Illinois, most other states and the military.
While most people are familiar with the BRC (Basic Rider
Course) and ERC (Experienced Rider Course), MSF has
also developed a number of shorter safety classes and
training materials. In addition to training both street and dirt
riding, they also have pamphlets and a video presentation
for car drivers to make them more aware of motorcycles on
the road that they share. One of the new courses developed
by the MSF is the ARC-ST which is a one day Advanced
Rider Course with Sportbike Techniques.

The Missouri Motorcycle Safety Program, MMSP, hosted
a training session last year that was given by the MSF to
train and certify instructors across the state for the new
ARC-ST. Although the course is based on techniques
originally developed for the Military Sportbike Rider
Course, it was been modified to be applicable to all street
motorcycle riders. The Department of Defense contracted
with MSF to develop the course for the military when they
realized that more young Marines were killed in sportbike
crashes than in combat in Afghanistan or Iraq. In the first
year of training, motorcycle fatalities for the Navy are
down over 60% and for the USMC over 50 %.

The ARC-ST starts the morning in the classroom where
various riding techniques and strategies are discussed along
with perception and risk awareness exercises. After a break
for lunch, the afternoon is spent on the range area with
approximately five hours of the riding exercises. Students
are encouraged to use new techniques to allow them to
make tighter corners without scraping the floorboards or
other parts of their bike. Emphasis is placed on cornering,
stopping and avoiding objects by swerving. Exercises are
done at higher speeds than the experienced rider course
and include the tighter corning with a decreasing radius
curve.

Regardless of what brand or type of bike you ride, the ARCST will expose you to the material necessary to make you
a better safer rider and allow you to practice your skills
on a closed well-marked course. At this time there are
only a few sites in Missouri that will be teaching this class
and I am not sure about Illinois. In the St Louis area, the
course is offered at Forest Park Community College, in the
Kansas City area, the course is offered at Rolling Wheels
Training Center. For other Missouri locations check the
MMSP web site at www.mmsp.org. For Illinois check at
www.dot.state.il.us/cycle2.html.
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An Inkling

This month’s tattoo is an enhancement
job. It was submitted by Vikki. Her niece
died a tragic death three years ago. So
she decided to get a tattoo to memorialize her she settled on a butterfly
design but wanted it done before a
Poker Run for the little girl and got
one from a tattoo artist that worked
from his home. She did not like the
tattoo she got but was forced to live
with it for a while. This past summer
though before what would have been
the girl’s twentieth birthday she went
to Lynn from Almighty Studios in Belleville and got this coverup. He did a
great job and now Vikki has a tattoo
she is proud to use as a memorial.
Remember we are always looking for
interesting tattoos and stories so keep
sending them in to :
tats@thebikinglife.com

The biking life is constantly growing but we
need your help salespeople and writers / photographers are needed for all areas to

find out more call 314-322-7883
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